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ABSTRACT
In the last decade the ICT community observed a growing popularity of software networking paradigms. This trend consists in moving
network applications from static, expensive, hardware equipment
(e.g. router, switches, firewalls) towards flexible, cheap pieces of
software that are executed on a commodity server. In this context, a
server owner may provide the server resources (CPUs, NICs, RAM)
for customers, following a Service-Level Agreement (SLA) about
clients’ requirements. The problem of resource allocation is typically solved by overprovisioning, as the clients’ application is opaque
to the server owner, and the resource required by clients’ applications are often unclear or very difficult to quantify. This paper
shows a novel approach that exploits machine learning techniques
in order to infer the input traffic load (i.e., the expected network
traffic condition) by solely looking at the runtime CPU footprint.
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CONTEXT

The need for replacing complex network hardware components
with simpler (yet less performing) software equivalents has fueled
a novel research area: this has brought several advances in the
state-of-the-art high-speed packet processing engines, by bringing
line-rate capabilities to commodity off-the-shelf servers. Alongside
with the growing popularity of networking paradigms such as
Software-Defined Networking [10] (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization [15] (NFV), we witness the rise of several network
applications relying solely on software components, but capable of
performance comparable to legacy hardware equipment [4, 6, 12].
The typical structure of a modern software networking application is shown in Fig. 1. In this scenario, a server owner may provide
one (or more) CPU(s) to her tenants. A SLA is signed between the
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Figure 1: System architecture.
owner and the tenants, which defines the usage of the resources
such as bandwidth, or CPUs. Tenants can deploy the desired application in the form of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Receive-side
scaling (RSS) [9] is the scheduling technique commonly used to
assign one (or more) CPU(s) to each tenant, and to steer the incoming traffic to the respective CPU. Monitoring can be performed at
NIC level (by the tenants), or at CPU level (by the OS, therefore
by the server owner). In this context, the server owner is not allowed to access the deployed VNFs. Furthermore, the input traffic
is also opaque to the owner as NICs usually adopt a kernel-bypass
approach to reach high speed (cfr. Sec.III of [11]). As such, after
resource allocation no optimization is possible on the owner’s side:
for example, the CPUs must be always active even in the case of
zero traffic.
With machine learning (ML) techniques becoming more and
more popular in the network community [14], we believe that it
is possible to learn which traffic is related to the measurable CPU
behavior (which is in turn indirectly related to the input traffic).
In fact, differently from NICs, CPUs are still under the control of
the operating system, which can monitor the underlying behavior
and export the data by using standard tools. The server owner
can exploit this knowledge to optimize the usage of resources, and
keeping at the same time this process transparent to the tenants.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel approach for
detecting network traffic conditions via indirect measurements: that
is, we infer the network load by watching the CPU behavior. Rather
than collecting network-related measurements, our methodology
can be used to infer the network behavior by solely looking at the
CPU patterns of the host machine, as different load conditions will
produce different effects on several features of the CPU, such as
the number of instructions issued per time unit, or the number of
cache misses due to the processing. In particular, (i) we collect the
CPU measurements using perf tools; (ii) we use the collected data
to train some ML models and (iii) we validate our results with a
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Table 1: ROC and Accuracy scores (trained on rows, tested on columns).
variety of traffic typologies and rates. We target the simple case
of one server with a single CPU handling the traffic coming from
one input NIC to one output NIC). We show that, in this way, it is
possible to infer the observed input rate with an accuracy value
greater than 0.9 with a variety of neural networks. We observe that
the input traffic (especially the size of the received packets) can
alter the learning process and highly reduce the accuracy.
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TRAFFIC LOAD INFERENCE VIA ML

Problem statement. Given an unknown traffic source, is it possible to infer the traffic load by considering only the CPU pattern
that the VNF code is producing? We formulate this problem as a classification task. The input is a series of measurements (e.g., number
of instructions, branches, accesses to the CPU caches, etc.) collected
at CPU level using the Linux perf tools. For a complete list of all the
features, refer to the URL of the GitHub repository [3]. The output is
one of three classes reflecting the input load: {low, medium, hiдh}.
The values are 0.5 Gbps, 5 Gbps and 9 Gbps respectively. We use
three different neural networks architecture for our evaluations:
multi-layer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN)
and long short term memory (LSTM).
Experimental setup. All the data are collected from a multicore commodity server, mounting two processors (each with 12
physical cores) and two Intel 82599ES dual-port 10-Gbps NICs [3].
A group of CPU cores is specifically isolated from the kernel and
reserved for our experiments. We chose VPP v19.04 [4, 5], a highspeed software router under Linux Foundation’s fd.io project, as
VNF router. VPP executes a simple L2 forwarding VNF. MoonGen [8], a high-speed software traffic generator, is used to render
network traffic with varied rates/patterns. We run perf [2] to profile and collect the CPU features connected to the packet processing
performed by the VNF router.
Data collection. This step consists of two phases. In the first
half, we start VPP in polling mode and link its process ID to perf.
As no traffic is present, the measurements refer to the idle state
of the CPU. In the second half of the experiment, MoonGen starts
transmitting packets to VPP with a preassigned traffic rate. The
measurements of this phase are stored with the preassigned traffic
rates as labels.
Traffic types. We configure MoonGen to generate synthetic
constant bit rate (CBR) as well as Poisson traffic [13]. We consider two extreme cases with small (64B) and large (1438B) packet

sizes. The former represents the most stressful scenario in terms
of packets per second, while the latter aims to detect VPP’s behavior dealing with large packet payloads. In addition, we choose
four different real traffic traces. Two traces come from a packet
injection scenario (one mostly filled with small packets, while the
other with mixed packet sizes) [1]. We finally select two data-center
traces from the work of Benson et al. [7]. Both synthetic and real
packet traces are used to create the training, validation and test
datasets. For each traffic type we created a dataset that consists of
5 sequences of 2,910 instances with evenly distributed class labels,
where each instance consists of 50 data-points sampled every 100
ms, and each pair of instances overlap by 40 data-points. We used
3 sequences for the training set, 1 sequence for the validation set
and 1 sequence for the test set.

3

DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the evaluation results for LSTM models trained on
data from traffic types listed as rows, tested on different traffic types
listed as columns. The traffic types are: CBR with small packets (fx),
CBR with large packets (fxL), Poisson with small packets (ps), packet
injection traces (pcpPINJ1 and pcpPINJ2) and data center traces
(pcpDC1 and pcpDC2). We report the ROC score and the accuracy
as performance metrics. The color shading shows dark blue as high
score and dark red as low scores. Due to lack of space, we omit the
results related to the CNN and the MLP models. We show strong
evidence of learning, which however is affected by the packet sizes
of the generated packets. In fact, our LSTM model trained with
fx traffic can easily predict the same category of traffic, as well as
the ps traffic, but struggles with the other traffic types. When the
model is trained with ps traffic, it can as well predict well the traffic
coming from the pcpPINJ1 trace (consisting of mostly small packets).
This is because the Poisson process is able to generate some new
information that the model can use to make better predictions. The
fxL can only be predicted when the model is trained with the same
traffic category, or the pcpPINJ2. This is due to the fact that the
CPU behavior is different when large packets are sent (as with
the same bitrate, the packet rate differs). Both data center traces
show good results with a training performed on another data center
dataset. Finally, the pcpPINJ2 traffic cannot be predicted by any of
our training sets: since it represents a complex traffic pattern (with
many different packet sizes), we plan to provide additional training
with a more diverse synthetic traffic as future work.
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